
Instructions for 'Lovely Earring Trio featuring Swarovski Crystals -
White/Gold' Kit
Project KE-GP-034SX   [Skill Level: Beginner]
Designer: Julie Bean

Project Components  | NOTE: To account for potential mistakes, there may be extra pieces of some types of findings.

4 - gold long earring hooks 1 - natural wood craft stick

2 - large gold earring kidney wires 6 - crystal shimmer 4mm swarovski bicone beads

2 - gold plated ball head pins 2 - light grey delite swarovski crystal rivolis

6 - gold plated eye pins 2 - pearlescent white swarovski pearls

2 - gold jump rings 2 - gold plated setting for swarovski rivolis

3 - gold plated sequin connector chain 1 - crystal shimmer swarovski pear pendants

Recommended Tools (not included)
Chain Nose Pliers, Cutters, Round Nose Pliers

Techniques Taught:
How to make a simple wire loop, How to make a wrapped wire loop, How to open a jump ring, How to properly bend a prong setting

Instructions: For video instructions, go to www.beadaholique.com/how-to-make-the-lovely-earring-trio-featuring-swarovski-crystals-an-
exclusive-beadaholique-kit.html

Set your Swarovski crystal rivoli down into the prong setting. Taking your popsicle stick and holding the crystal and setting firmly
sandwiched together, use the popsicle stick to bend over one of the side prongs*. You want it to bend over the top of the crystal and
will make it bend by pushing it over with the popsicle stick. Now go to the prong that is diagonally across from the one you just set
and bend it over too. Next set the other 2 prongs, always working on prongs across from each other. Once you have all 4 prongs
bent over the crystal, then go back over each one another time, pressing them down to make sure they are secure. 

1. 

Open the kidney wire hook and slide on the crystal rivoli that you just prong set. Repeat this step and the previous one to make
your matching earring. 

2. 

For the second style of earring you will be wire wrapping a Swarovski pearl. To do this, place a pearl onto a ball head pin. Let the
pearl rest against the ball. Taking your chain nose and round nose pliers, create a wrapped wire loop* right after the pearl. Trim off
excess wire with your flush cutters. Open the loop at the base of your earring hook, the same way you would open a jump ring*,
and slip on the the wrapped wire loop you just made. Close the loop. Repeat this entire step to make your matched earring. 

3. 

For the third pair of earrings, start by cutting apart the little sequin medallion chain links. To separate them, cut the little jump ring
connecting them using your flush cutters. You will need 3 sequin medallions for each earring. 

4. 

Next, onto an eye pin, slide a crystal bicone. Create a simple wire loop* after the bicone and trim off excess wire. Create a total of 3
of these for your earring. 

5. 

Open a jump ring* and slip on your crystal pear pendant. Close the jump ring. 6. 

Time to assemble your earring! For the assembly, you will be opening and closing the simple wire loops on the bicone segments the
same way you would open and close jump rings. Open the loop at the base of the earring hook and slip onto it one of your sequin
medallions. Close the loop. Onto the hole on the other side of the just attached medallion, connect a bicone segment. Onto the
other side of that bicone segment, connect another medallion. Next connect another bicone segment, followed by another
medallion, and finally another bicone segment. Then at the end of that last bicone segment, connect on the pear pendant via the
jump ring you have already attached. Repeat this step and the previous 3 steps to make your matched earring.

7. 



Enjoy!8. 

*To see how to do this technique, please refer to the included techniques guide. Thank you!
All designs © Beadaholique Inc.
You may use our designs to make items for personal use or gifts.
Sale of our designs, whether in written form or assembled, is prohibited.



How to Properly Bend a Prong Setting

1 Position your crystal in the setting, facing up. Align the 
popsicle stick to the side of the prong you are about to set. 
In this photo you can see that the prong next to the popsicle 
stick has not been set and is sticking straight up whereas 
the prong across from it has been set and is bent over. 

2 Going from an angle, begin to press down on the prong. 
Apply a gentle but firm pressure as you start to bend the 
prong on top of the crystal. 

3 Continue pressing until the prong is bent over the crystal. 
The wood of the popsicle stick should not scratch the 
crystal. Go back over the prong several times until it is 
firmly pressed down onto the crystal. 

4 Once the prong is set, it will no longer stick straight up. 
Tip: set the first prong and then set the one directly across 
from it, not the one next to it. This back and forth across 
method will help to prevent your crystal from slipping out 
of place as you work on it. 






